
Research question and preliminary findings

Opportunity to make accreditation and associated 
CDR protections more prominent

ADR should:
be upfront about non- AP's lack of 
accreditation
clarify where and how the non- AP will be 
regulated outside of CDR
be transparent about what insights will be 
shared
Provide a link to non- AP policies for 
consumers
Provide info about dispute resolution

P2 - Login on both apps makes sense, and checking all type of data shared on both ends. 2 factor 
authentication would make it even stronger to trust

P3 - References that other companies had their own policies and one had to check them individually. 
It got busy, references to check those companies individual T&C reflects the complexity of a typical 
'500 pages' software or website T&C.

P4 - More validation from trusted providers like my bank that they endorse the service

P8 - Getting my information in wrong hands as there was no accreditation from the Australian govt 
for this

P1 - We need to build trust first before giving away any information

P8 - I need to know that it is completely secure. once I know this, I won't mind sharing it otherwise I'll 
remain apprehensive.

P10 - I would use this type of app knowing they were safeguarding my information.

P10 - knowing my information is going to the right sources.

P4 - I'd like to learn more first, but I'd happily try it out with less sensitive data first (like my [fitness 
tracker] for example)

P8 - I won't be too willing to share my financial details however I can share few details which I know 
can't be really misused.

Trust
Majority of participants rated the ADR – ADR process trustworthy
Majority of participants did not view sharing data via ADR to ADR 
process as any riskier than data sharing risks that exist today. E.g. the 
possibility of outside sources gaining access to their data

The majority of participants did not specifically make mention of CDR 
accredited parties so it’s unclear if they had CDR protections in mind 
when assessing risk

One participant did not understand that ADR2 was accredited and 
specifically stated the risk of sharing data as ‘Getting my information in 
wrong hands as there was no accreditation from the Australian govt for 
this’

Lack of accreditation visibility and directions to search out ADR2’s 
policies yourself were areas that were deemed untrustworthy

Propensity to Share
Willingness to share data was dependent on perceived benefit of the 
service.

Willingness to share data was also dependent on how trustworthy 
participants viewed both ADRs. For example, if there was any bad 
publicity surrounding the organisations or if they handled data in 
responsible ways

Participants were generally open to sharing their data via ADR – ADR 
process however most participants would be hesitant or withhold 
financial information as they see that as particularly sensitive

This is a finding only, no recommendation.

Findings:
TRUST

Trust scored average of 2.9
Those who scored higher (4.0) felt like they were in control over 
what data was shared and where it was going
Those who scored lower (2.0) did not feel confident about how 
their data will be used due to lack of accreditation.

All participants found the fact that non- AP was not accredited (and had 
no regulation) to be untrustworthy
To increase trust participants mentioned requiring:

That all parties be accredited
Further information on nature of data sharing process and a 
summary of information shared with the non- AP
having the non- AP's policies available at a click from the company
Proof that as a consumer I am protected when things get ugly

What was seen as trustworthy:
Most participants found it trustworthy to have upfront 
information about non- AP's lack of accreditation
The outline of which insights would be shared

PROPENSITY TO SHARE
Propensity to share own data with non- AP scored an average of 2.8

High scores (4.0) reason- participants understood why this data 
was required (for the quote)
Low scores (1.0/2.0) reason- unsure how their data will be 
handled

Propensity to share own data via this process scored average of 3.3
High score (4.0) reason- participants felt that the process was ok 
and had faith it would improve
Low score (2.0) reason- participants questioned authenticity of 
the non- AP and needed more information to build trust

Comparison to original consent scored an average of 3.7 (leaning 
towards 'a bit better')

Some participants thought this process was simple and less 
complicated
Some participants do not remember original consent
One participant did not like the fact that they couldn't provide 
own inputs or options.

Reflected in other fields, plus form and score based inputs

Participants had no affinity or aversion to one 
particular authentication model

When choosing which authentication model to 
implement, considerations around security 
should be taken into account given the 
possibility that passwords could be requested 
to share CDR data in ADR to ADR disclosures. 
This possibility conflicts with existing 
consumer education, including on cdr.gov.au, 
to mitigate phishing and fraud risks

For ADR to ADR disclosures, participants expected 
to have the level of control currently proposed in 
the rules, which was well understood i.e. both 
ADRs provide consumer dashboards.

There was an expectation by some that DHs would 
be involved or able to intervene somehow, 
including to help remediate issues or for 
authorisation purposes (i.e. because the data came 
from the DH).

Given the latter expectation, we recommend 
exploring options that allow DHs to retain 
oversight of onward disclosures - if a consumer 
chooses to allow it - but acknowledge the 
difficulties and complexity with such a concept.

In a similar vein, for disclosures such as TA 
disclosures, the program should consider 
delegated access models that allow consumers to 
share data directly from the DH instead. This could 
occur with a code provided by the DH that takes 
the place of the OTP, which TAs can use in the 
Consent Flow. This would avoid new or alternative 
disclosure mechanisms and systems to access the 
same raw data from an ADR.

The truncated flows for ADR and non- AP 
disclosures did not conflict with the mental models 
of participants. Participants still expected a high 
level of control and transparency throughout the 
process, so any truncation should be limited to 
design and structural simplifications rather than 
compromising control and transparency.

As such, we expect that Consent Flows can be 
varied without detriment, but any differences 
should be contextually necessary and aligned to 
the outcome being sought by the consumer.

A link to a privacy policy with estimated reading 
time.

ADRs should summarise non- AP data handling by 
following better disclosure practices to facilitate 
informed consent and propensity to willingly share.

ADRs should surface key protections that are, are 
are not in place to avoid consumers expecting the 
worst in the absence of information (as previous 
research has shown to be likely).

Provide specific details or examples of insights as 
participants cannot always tell what is being 
shared with a summary/title.

Provide info for:
Who to contact if issues arise (see Q2)
Info about the meaning of non- accreditation 
should be more upfront.
Upfront info should be more informative than 
a generic reference to read the policies of the 
non- AP to facilitate engagement and informed 
consent

Notification before consent button, but simple 
and include a link to that same info presented 
in pre- consent screens (see Q1)

P4 - I couldn't tell you
P6 -  Not really, I think there's just two different ways of getting into like gaining
access to an app

P4 - I would contact ADR2 first and if for any for whatever reason they weren't helpful, I'd go back to 
ADR1. And if for whatever reason that was also an issue, I'd reach out to my energy company or 
whoever I sent the data from
P5 - Probably ADR1 as well as the ADR2. I'd probably just, ADR1 I don't want to
do it anymore, I want to, you know, I cancel it. And then I'll probably do another, probably, CC in 
ADR2 just saying I don't want to do it.
P6 - I would be looking at ADR2

P01:
"Why would I trust you then? If you are not accredited and I'm not protected. All right. At the top. 
Yeah. So after reading this, I wouldn't feel very confident using [non- AP]."

P02:
Doesn't like the fact that [non- AP] may hold on to that information afterwards so would not 
share info

P03:
Understands message, but points out that if [non- AP] is a company it would be regulated by the 
ACCC in some way (because under consumer law)

P04:
"This would set off red flags in my head because when I, when I hear something fancy, like 
ACCC, I'm like, Oh, that must be a law that applies to everyone. Why doesn't [non- AP] have to 
comply with this, that would be my immediate sort of response will not be regulated."

P05:
Understands that [non- AP] is not accredited, and thinks its a risk to go with them. However 
would feel differently if going directly with [non- AP] to give this info... somehow they're not 
accredited, going through [ADR] feels riskier because [ADR] in this case sort of acts like an 
insurance broker.

P06:
Yes, and would click on the [non- AP] website to read more but "I would like to see an outline of 
what they do with my data, but I would also assume that it would be very long and convoluted 
to read and not have like dot points about what they would do."
"I mean, I immediately just would decide not to share my data with them. "

P7:
"I would be put off at this point where it where it says that [non- AP] is not accredited as a data 
sharer"

P8:
 Missed the grey section on non- accreditation until prompted. Not ok with sharing... "Because 
it's clearly tells here that they're not regulated by any policy. So that privacy act it's really 
important to me. And if they're not under like, viability of that, I don't know what will happen 
with my Data either. If it's a general Data I would like it to go public."

P9:
Wouldn't be keen to share information: : "I think that would, it's something that I wouldn't be 
too happy. I've probably changed my view on sharing information with them just because it 
says, I suspected that the information would, it could be sent absolutely anywhere."

P10:
Upon reading non- accredited info in link - "That's a bit scary because they could be doing 
anything with your data then."

P01:
Discount eligibility: probably Centrelink and stuff. I don’t know, if you are driving like a cheaper 
car maybe... "They should have clear instructions what they mean."

P02:
Wouldn't check the box because assumes that they will take as much information they could 
get. And since he can't do fine- grained consent he wouldn't check the box.

P03- ?
P04:

Assumes its general things that they will ask when getting car insurance quote. Would be fine to 
share info if it geniunely meant getting a cheaper deal.

P05:
thinks that she's sharing the discount she's currently getting from her current insurance and 
whether [non- AP] would match it. Would be ok to share info once explained because she would 
have to share that anyways later on to get the quote.

P06:
Unsure what insights could contain- "I mean, I would, would make the assumption that it would 
be something to do with, I don't know whether I, like, if I was of a certain age or gender or 
whether I was on Centrelink benefits or if I had some sort of like when I was a student or 
;something, that's what I would assume.".. fine with sharing info once explained

P7
Doesn't understand what discount eligibility would mean/include.
Once explained: "that's a lot of personal and private information to disclose upfront" would 
rather do it after signing up

P8:
After realised not accredited (but before reading further detail on it: "it all depends what kind of 
data they need. Like if they just ask me my gender, my age general income bracket, that's fine. 
But if it's anything more than that, I might be a bit reluctant."

P9:
Once explained: "Bit too much information I think... yeah, I'd be happy with a higher level of 
information, just so you know, my income bracket"
"If it's too much information there, cause I just suspect it would go to third parties."

P10:
Thinks insights may be: "Maybe my, well, maybe that the premiums on the car insurance, like 
what that other company offers is offering me and, yeah."

Include information on regulating bodies and 
dispute resolution processes for TA and insight 
disclosures.

Include recommendation from trusted source if 
non- AP or TA is unknown to the consumer.

ADR should provide contact information for 
issues/dispute resolution during non- AP disclosure 
and in consent receipt.

(this applies to both TA and insight consent)

ADR should outline what type of information 
may be required rather than just a summary.

Perhaps- Discount eligibility will include 
demographic, insurance and financial 
info?

Include value prop and other important info in 
the pre- consent step:

other relevant regulation
More clear info about purpose by non- 
AP before reaching the disclosure pages

'You're getting this because you 
consented to direct marketing in 
[this consent] (link to consent to 
collect/use and purpose)'

P1 – Probably I have been sent an email and I have to fill out my views and that will be stored 
somehow
P4 - I don't know yet. I imagine it would be things like location data and perhaps app usage
P5 - They would want me to press continue and then add all your details

P3 - If I was interested in this, it becomes repetitive busy work because you've already
been here. So the question is why are you here again. Totally unnecessary replication.
P6 - I think it may seem tedious to some but I think that it is important to confirm that this is actually 
the information that you want to share
P7 - If it was confirming that I have put the request in, the boxes would have already been
pre- selected
P8 - Usually at this point if you have clicked it once, it would just come as it is, like, without having an 
option of a box

P01:
"If I had to use this and they have some regulations and they're protected by ASIC and whatever, 
whatever, then I'll be more comfortable to go with home loan rather than with [non- AP]. At least 
it gives me some understanding if something goes wrong."

P02:
The legal language (aka Privacy Act) makes him not so confident because he finds legal language 
difficult to understand. But if his information will be treated by the mortgage broker the same 
way as if he was doing the process manually then he'd trust it.

P03:
would trust it more if it was mortgage

P04:
ok to share with TA

P05:
Would feel more comfortable because in the end that info will be going to the bank.. the bank 
would take over.

P06:
That would be fine. There's ASIC, at least they're regulated.

P07:
 Yes- being regulated by ASIC makes it more reassuring

P08:
If regulated in other ways would need to have some more assurance- check reviews, ask 
around. If it is such a good product it should be under the CDR. (Note: participant is rather new 
to the country, so names like ASIC may not be very recognisable for her).

P09:
I would be a lot more positive about it if there was a regulation in place

P10:
If regulated in other ways: Well I’d feel a bit more comfortable knowing there was policy in place 
for the consumer

P01:
expects to see info about where to do for dispute resolution (who to contact). Provide clear 
indication of what insights are being collected

P03:
grey box [non- AP] content- "I think the statement here, you should check their policies. Data 
directly with them is so standard. It's become noise and people just ignore things like that 
because it's such a pervasive problem. People do not pay attention to it."

P04
wants non- AP info to be 'louder': "I would expect to be forced to read this at some point, cause at 
the moment I've had to, I could click this box, scroll down, not really look at this and click next. I 
would expect, I don't know this to be louder, whether that's a pop up that says you are aware 
that [non- AP] is not accredited and may use your data differently. I would want this to harass 
me basically."
"It would be interesting to have a paragraph somewhere about why I've been offered this, 
whether it's just something that every user's getting, because I need more customers or if 
they're targeting me because I [searched] car insurance two weeks ago, it would be nice to know 
why I've been given this offer"

P7:
Would like contact info from [non- AP] if she wanted to follow up

P08:
Having reviews to show that other people are satisfied with this service/product

P10:
I'd want to have that. I want to be able to see [non- AP's] policies on the fly that we could just 
click onto and read. Yep. So that we can make an informed decision.""

P01:
[ADR] account page (dashboard)

P02- N/A
P03:

Would manage and stop sharing data in [ADR] app. Would go directly to [non- AP] if something 
goes wrong and whatever the regulatory body is for insurance is

P04:
 Manage/stop sharing @ [ADR]. Would go to a consumer ombudsman for handling conflict 
resolution

P05:
Manage data sharing at? // Would stop sharing and deal with issues on [ADR] side because they 
are the 'main body'

P06:
Manage/stop sharing on [ADR] app. If issue- unsure, may do research into Privacy Act to see 
who to contact

P07:
Manage/stop sharing at [ADR] app. If issue- would contact ACCC.

P08:
Manage/stop sharing on [non- AP] side. If issue would also contact [non- AP].

P09:
Manage/stop sharing at [ADR]. If issue, would contact [non- AP].

P10:
 Manage/stop sharing at [ADR]. If issue would contact either [ADR] or [non- AP].

P10:
 didn't know

P09:
Unsure- didn't know what discount eligibility mean and found 'information' vague. "I, don't quite 
understand the, share your discount eligibility. I don't know what that means."

P08:
unsure what to expect- because unsure what they could be asking in regards to eligibility but 
interested

P07:
"I would probably click on the continue button and it would ask me to input my information and 
something in [ADR] that has my insurance details, and I would unlock that information to share 
with Amy. [To unlock info]... It'd be some privacy release component over that particular 
information that I would then give [non- AP] access to that information."

P06:
expects it to work like the first prototype..."I would assume that I would just allow [ADR] to send 
information to [non- AP]"

P05:
You would input your details

P04:
Expected [ADR] has already given this data to [non- AP], that's why they're contacting her

P03:
"I'm expecting it would be as simple as possible and it would be as a, I agree to share data with 
[non- AP]. And if it's a little more complex than that, or it would be subcategories of it that could 
be shared."

P02:
Would ask him to share some details to see if he's eligible. Would either ask [ADR1] or [ADR2] to 
share this info because they both have that information.

P01:
Would expect it to work like Prototype 1- giving options to tick certain boxes to share info

The process of giving consent didn't leave enough of an impression on 
participants where they knew the distinct differences between the 3 flows.

Most participants able to recall original consent in a meaningful amount of 
detail.

New participants had the best recall

Past participants: one or two remembered only a few details but still recalled 
sharing financial data

Findings:
Nearly all participants were fine with sharing info with advisers, as long 
as they had to follow some sort of regulation
Expectation for some other forms of assurance (such as reviews).

Findings
All participants understood that CDR protections did not apply
Lack of prompting may result in participant not engaging with content
Concerns about sharing data with [non- AP] once they found they 
weren't accredited
Message a bit mixed around not being accredited by the ACCC at all vs 
not being accredited by them under the CDR (P03 questioned on this)
Many assumed that not being accredited or regulated in CDR meant not 
being regulated at all

Findings:
Some participants could name some insights that might be included, 
while others had no idea
They would like specific insights rather than general
Some people were ok with sharing high level (age range etc) but not 
specific details about themselves

Findings:
Some participants noted that the non- accredited information should be 
more upfront

Findings
Most would go to ADR to manage and stop data sharing
If issue would go to a mix of ADR, non- AP, or some sort of regulating 
body/ombudsman- with most expect it to be with non- AP or some 
regulating body.

Most participants understood the appropriate places to go to manage/stop 
data sharing, and generally understood who to contact if an issue arose with 
their data sharing.

Therefore- it is ok that non- AP does not have a consumer dashboard

Findings
Participants did NOT note that they would need to Authenticate or 
Authorise. But were aware that the information will be shared from 
ADR1 to non- AP, and that they would have to give consent to 'unlock' 
the information

Except for P08 who noticed that she did not go to non- AP's page 
first, but thinks it makes sense because they need to establish the 
eligibility first before moving on to the non- AP page

Some participants mentioned that there will be check boxes to choose 
what can be shared
Early info on discount eligibility vague- participants weren't sure what 
would happen next because they didn't know what kind of information 
they would be asked to share

Preliminary:
A small percentage of ppl (1-2) people noticed

Even those who noticed it was different couldn't tell they used 
OTP
only 1 person noticed it was OTP

No one had issues with either authentication models (sign- in is sign- in)

Preliminary:
Mix-- between ADR1, ADR2 or both for data sharing
For insurance use case, participants would go directly to ADR2 for issues 
with (insurance) product

Preliminary:
Only 1-2 participants compared it to original consent
1 participant asked if they would need to authorise with DH. When 
asked their thoughts on this, they expressed they felt it would be 
unnecessary
Participants expected that there was some sort of hint about what they 
just selected (is it the same screen again?).

Recommendations / Guidelines/StandardsQuotes/referenceFinding

General

8- Do participants know the difference between the 
3 types of disclosure?

How well did participants recall original 
consent?

7- How do participants feel about sharing their 
information with Trusted Advisers if regulations 
outside of CDR apply to them?

6- What level of detail do participants expect to see 
in relation to the insight? A generic description or 
specific details?

Could participants tell what insights were 
included under 'Discount eligibility?
What are participant reactions to when they 
are told what types of insights will be shared?

5- Do consumers understand that CDR protections 
will not apply when disclosing insights to non- APs?

What are participant reactions to sharing with 
non- AP?

4- What information do participants expect to see 
before disclosing insights to non- APs?

Look to questions around what info they think 
could be added

3- How do various consent metrics - such as 
trustworthiness, propensity to willing share, and 
perceived benefit - perform for non- AP insight 
disclosure consents compared to original 
consents?

Compare this with trust/propensity recap 
forms for R8 vs hw and previous rounds

2- How and where do participants expect to 
exercise control over data sharing?

Which side (ADR vs non- AP) are they expecting 
to handing their data sharing? Includes:

data management
withdrawal
dispute resolutions

1- How do participants expect non- AP insight 
disclosure consents to work?

 Do they expect it to work like original 
consent?
Do they expect it to work like AP disclosure?

Insight disclosure

4- How does an alternative authentication model 
impact the experience?

Do participants notice that it's a different 
authentication model?
Do they have any issues with 
authenticating/sign in this way?

3- How do various consent metrics - such as 
trustworthiness, propensity to willingly share, and 
perceived benefit - perform for ADR to ADR 
disclosure consents compared to original 
consents?

Compare this with trust/propensity recap 
forms for R8 vs hw and previous rounds

2- How and where do participants expect to 
exercise control over data sharing?

Which side (ADR1 vs ADR2) are they expecting 
to handing their data sharing? Includes:

data management
withdrawal
dispute resolutions

1- How do participants expect ADR to ADR 
disclosure consents to work?

Do they expect it to work like original consent?
Do they expect that they will have to give their 
bank/energy retailer authorisation to share 
these details?
How do participants feel about re- checking the 
data clusters again?

ADR to ADR disclosure

 Question 
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